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Governance Committee Meeting – 24.08.2020 

Attendance: BT (JCR Chair), AW (SRO), SWC (President), MP (VP) 

Apologies:  

Absent:  

Location: A Zoom Call 

 

Motions 

 

Associate Membership for SP Motion & Associate Membership for ES Motion 

BT First 2 motions are similar – can SWC definitely get enough seconders? 

SWC Getting people to second motions, some minor annoyances, promises to get enough 

by the meeting 

BT No problems 

 

Temporary Method III Motion 

AW I don’t know if this is the perfect solution. I’ve been trying to get people to help fill 

their position – there are something like 16 positions running in meeting one – we’re just not 

going to fill all of them. Looking at the positions so many could be method 3 instead and 

people would be more likely to apply. Freshers especially won’t engage with online husts. 

We could potentially do so for some Method 1 roles anyway – but there aren’t many 

MP Method ones kind of always are intimidating and rarely first thing to do to get 

involved with JCR, so it isn’t quite as important to fix right now. 

AW Assistant reps must stay method 2, duck rep doesn’t need to be method 1, if PG rep or 

Mature rep were Method 3 like many other positions on Postgrad & Mature Committee it 

might make more sense. 

SWC I don’t know about permanent changes, but for this year it makes sense. We should 

encourage Fresh to watch the meetings in their flat with drinks. Hust engagement probably 

won’t be high. We have to be flexible and open minded. I would be happy to second alfies 

motion. As an add on you should include which exact positions will be changed 

AW I know which positions I want to change but will respect decisions of people who 

oversee method 3s – I will send them messages now, but there isn’t much time before the 

meeting. As an add on I think a lot of positions would make more sense as methods 3 in the 

long run, but for another time 
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Motion to Create a St Cuthbert’s Baking Society (SCBS) 

BT They have submitted the motion now in order to be set up for Freshers’ Week 

MP Will they follow the rules for Sports & Socs Elections established last year? 

AW The initial exec of societies is a grey area in the Standing orders 

SWC They’ll be expected to hold a meeting if possible. They can’t buy consumables with 

JCR money, but equipment should be ok. 

 

 

AOB 

 

Engagement 

BT Does anyone have anything to say about engagement? 

AW I’ve been starting to work at content for social media that I will circulate when I’ve 

done it – putting together a bunch of guides on how to run. Getting a cover photo for the JCR 

Elections account. Infographics galore. 

BT Are you happy to do cover photos?  

AW Graphic Design is my passion. I’m worried about engagement. OK turnout in online 

meetings so far, but really low turnout in elections is a problem. 10% people voted – beyond 

me what to do about it. Maybe a physical presence will help 

SWC Lots of colleges face this – our turnout is ok when compared to other JCRs. Need to 

think about it this year – can online campaigning and elections be more effective? I think it’s 

useful this year 

AW I wanted to scrap online campaigning, but this isn’t the year to do so. 

SWC It’s overall a good thing but could be done better – we should overhaul it and make it 

less irritating. Meetings should be social events. Freps should spread JCR meeting 

propaganda. We’re still waiting on guidance for Freps can and can’t do. (ex)Freps could 

encourage fresh to watch the meetings on their PCs. JCR Meetings are normally quite social 

and fresh friendly, it’s going to be tough and we will miss some of this. 

BT We could encourage freps to help film freshers hust 

AW I found out that castle’s SRO equivalent films videos for each candidate. We could do 

this? It could improve turnout. Additionally, attendance at meetings has been down according 

to SP (SRO 18-20) – but he doesn’t know why? Was it definitely down? 
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SWC I think it was a bit, a few reasons. Meetings were long. A lot of that was elections. 

Social element after became impossible as it went too late. We lost a strong year group 

graduating in 2019. There is a wider problem with how years engage with the JCR. 

Redeeming features were the raffle and in general motions section was shorter than in 18-19. 

Not enough there that made people feel like they want to come down. People need to 

understand why boring bits are there. Need to understand how all the JCR works. Sports & 

Socs need to improve attendance. People feel disconnected, even if they have a significant 

role in the JCR. 

AW No one was strict on online meetings. We need to enforce Sports & Socs attendance 

rules. 

MP The Sports & Socs Chair has the ability to dock budget due to poor JCR attendance, 

but when I was Sports & Socs chair I didn’t do this once (RJ didn’t either, I doubt AC did), 

because it feels harsh to punish the entire club and it makes the captains harder to work with. 

I don’t know how to fix this. 

SWC We could threaten revoking Bar privileges for socials when possible. 

AW My logic is that elections were too long. On one hand we have too many positions, 

but on the other I don’t know what I’d cut. SP thought this too. We could move a lot of things 

to Method 3 in the long run. I also think that people aren’t aware of how it is linked to things 

that affect them you need to force people to come – we need to change the things that we talk 

about. Straw polls are fun, couldn’t we do more of them? 

SWC Even motions people don’t fully understand, I tried to push the idea that motions can 

really shake up any part of the JCR (like Durham grant ball tickets discount) people don’t 

realise what they are for. 

AW Could we make some sort of suggestion box perhaps – you have the ideas, we write 

the motions? 

BT I’ve tried to emphasise the fact that it doesn’t have to be completely concrete ideas 

SWC I tried this too and it’s hard. Maybe we just take the idea and run it. 

 

Exec Accountability 

AW Does anyone want to bring back the questions for the exec at the start of JCR 

Meetings 

MP In 2018 we had an issue that someone was just unnecessarily nasty about the 

Treasurer when it was an incredibly hard role. 

AW Problem was anonymity 

BT  We could explain that if you have questions you can email the exec, we are very 

much accountable – maybe this is less public way to ask questions. 


